School Board Briefing
DATE:
FROM:

October 21, 2015
John Rogers Elementary community members, including John Rogers Elementary
BLT, administrative leadership, and PTA and community leaders (see
undersigned)

I.

TITLE

Amendment of the Proposed Growth Boundaries 2017-2018, John Rogers Elementary
Attendance Area
For Introduction:
For action:
II.

WHY BOARD ACTION IS NECESSARY

Board action is crucial now to correct future inequities and socioeconomic imbalances in the
John Rogers Elementary attendance area for the 2017-2018 school year and beyond. Board
action now will provide certainty of assignment for underrepresented families living in the Lake
City Hub Urban Village, an extremely high-poverty area of NE Seattle, allowing those families
to plan on continued inclusion in the John Rogers Elementary community, providing consistency
and predictability for families already experiencing higher stress and transition. Board action
now will ensure that yellow bus transportation is maintained for high-risk students who would
otherwise have to cross dangerous arterial roadways to and from school. Board action now will
serve the Board’s stated goal of reducing opportunity gaps and providing high quality, equitable
services to all students.
III.

FISCAL IMPACT / REVENUE SOURCE

This John Rogers Elementary School-proposed amendment to the staff-generated Growth
Boundary Plan (2013) has minimal, if any fiscal impact to transportation costs, in that it requires
the maintenance of only one yellow bus route, serving Lake City Court and surrounding
neighborhood, and potentially eliminates the need for bus service to the southeast corner of the
Cedar Park attendance area. The purchase of additional portable classrooms for John Rogers
may be necessary. The BTAIV levy would be an appropriate funding source for short-term
capacity management needs.
IV.

POLICY IMPLICATION

While Policy 3130 governs School Assignment and Enrollment, Board action is also appropriate
under Policy 0030, Ensuring Educational and Racial Equity, which calls upon the district to
“[e]liminate … disproportionality in all aspects of education and its administration” and “provide
every student with equitable access to a high quality curriculum, support, facilities and other
educational resources, even when this means differentiating resource allocation.” Policy 0030
requires the district to use an equity analysis tool to ensure that administrative actions do not
create adverse impacts to historically-underrepresented groups. Application of Policy 0030 in
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this case results in a clear imperative: amend the staff-proposed Growth Boundary plan to allow
students in the southern portion of the Cedar Park attendance area to be reinstated into the John
Rogers Elementary Attendance area, providing a consistent, predictable, and equitable
educational path for families already highly impacted by poverty and historic barriers to success.
V.

RECOMMENDED MOTION

I move to amend the staff-generated Growth Boundaries Plan (2013) as follows:
I move that the area bounded by Lake City Way on the west, NE 125th Street to the north,
Lake Washington to the east, and NE 120th Street to the south (“Area 1,” outlined in
green on the attached map); as well as the area bounded by Lake City Way to the west,
NE 130th Street to the north, 35th Ave NE to the east and 125th Street NE to the south
(“Area 2,” outlined in orange on the attached map), be reinstated into the John Rogers
Elementary attendance area for school year 2017-18, corresponding to the opening of
Cedar Park Elementary as a new attendance-area school.
VI.

BOARD COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION

Seattle Public Schools enrollment planning staff generated a Growth Boundaries Plan that does
not address the inequities associated with the Cedar Park Elementary School boundaries, despite
significant notice of the issues described herein. Contrary to Policy 0030, the staff plan fails to
adequately consider inequitable adverse impacts on highly vulnerable children and families in
living in the Lake City Hub Urban Village, most of whom receive free or reduced-priced lunch
and a significant majority of whom are English language learners. In addition, the staffgenerated plan also fails to address area demographic needs at any school in the surrounding area
(Olympic Hills, Cedar Park, and John Rogers), and fails to balance available capacity with
projected enrollment.
VII.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

John Rogers Boundaries, Enrollment Planning and Capacity Management
Prior to 2010, John Rogers’ boundaries extended north to the Seattle-Shoreline border at NE
145th Street. With the implementation of the NSAP (2010), the John Rogers attendance area was
reduced significantly, and its northern boundary was moved south, to NE 135th Street. The SPS
staff-generated boundary between John Rogers and Cedar Park attendance areas, to be
implemented in 2017, is drawn even farther south, at NE 120th Street, within 10 blocks of John
Rogers Elementary School. The 2017 boundaries were drawn with a targeted enrollment for
Cedar Park and John Rogers of 400 and 300 students, respectively (Growth Boundaries Plan,
2013). See the Appendix for current and future John Rogers Elementary School and Cedar Park
Elementary School attendance area maps.
The Growth Boundaries Plan enrollment targets for John Rogers Elementary School (300
students) and Cedar Park Elementary School (400 students) do not make sense when taken into
context the size of the buildings, and how they are configured. The John Rogers building
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(37,814 sq ft) is larger than the Cedar Park building (33,037 sq ft) (Facilities Condition
Assessment Report, 2014). John Rogers currently houses about 390 students, utilizing five
portable classrooms, and the interior of the building is configured to allow for a dedicated library
space. In comparison, the Cedar Park building, while serving as the interim site for Olympic
Hills Elementary, currently houses only 300 students, while fully-utilizing eight portable
classrooms, with a single classroom as a temporary library space.
According to the recently-published SPS 5-year enrollment projections, Cedar Park will open
with 356 students in 2017, with enrollment climbing to 374 students by the 2019-20 school year
(SPS 5-year Projections, October 2015). These projections do not take Special Education
capacity needs into account, and it is unknown whether or not these projections take into account
space need for ELL and other support services, space intended for early childhood education, or
dedicated space for before/after school care. Landmark restrictions prohibit substantial
modifications and expansions of the Cedar Park building, and City lot coverage codes restrict the
placement of additional portables at the Cedar Park site. Therefore, it is highly-likely that the
boundaries approved for Cedar Park will yield an overcrowded school on opening day, and it
will be a critically-overcrowded school by year three. In contrast to projected over-enrollment at
Cedar Park, John Rogers’ enrollment is projected to drop from 420 students in 2016-17 to 274
students in 2017-18, with a further enrollment decrease to 266 students by 2019-20.
With the release of the updated 5-year enrollment projections, it has been revealed that the
opening of Cedar Park Elementary School in 2017 will be implemented through the highlydisruptive “geo-split,” with students from both John Rogers and Olympic Hills elementary
schools reassigned to Cedar Park Elementary School.
A geo-split, in which students are pulled at all grade levels from existing schools, based upon
where they live, was recently-employed for the opening of Jane Addams Middle School. While
geo-splits provide a robust building budget, which may be desirable for large, comprehensive
secondary schools, geo-splits have not been shown to be an appropriate method for opening a
new elementary school. All recently-opened elementary schools in SPS have used the lessdisruptive “roll-up” method of implementation (i.e. Sand Point ES, Viewlands ES, McDonald
ES, and Rainier View ES).
The precipitous drop in enrollment at John Rogers will devastate services and supports that have
been painstakingly put in place for high-risk students. The planned geo-split mode of student
assignment to Cedar Park Elementary will impact families who enrolled their children in
kindergarten at either John Rogers, or Olympic Hills elementary schools in 2012, and all
subsequent years. There was no mention of a geo-split for Cedar Park when Growth Boundaries
was approved in 2013. There has been no community engagement pertaining to the geo-split
assignment of students to Cedar Park Elementary School. Most of the affected families at John
Rogers are unaware that they will lose their John Rogers assignment in 2017. In addition, the
plan to dramatically-reduce enrollment at John Rogers in 2017 is not consistent with facilities
management recommendations to replace and expand the John Rogers building by the next BEX
levy cycle, which will go before voters in early 2019.
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Demographics – ELL Students and Students Living in Poverty
In 2013-14, John Rogers Elementary initiated the procurement of ELL support for its students,
after an in-house identification process showed a significant number of students in need of such
support. In 2014-15, John Rogers was designated as an ELL assignment school, a regional role
previously served by Hazel Wolf K-8, an option school. This allowed families to be served
locally, in the Lake City area, rather than at the John Marshall building, near Green Lake, and
resulted in further growth in ELL staffing and support at John Rogers. This year, ELL students
are to be served at their neighborhood schools. As of May 2015, 41.4% of John Rogers’ students
qualify for FRL (source: OSPI). October 1, 2015 headcounts show 67 ELL students (17.2%
ELL) at John Rogers, an increase of 19 students over last year.
As shown by ELL Heat Maps, the vast majority of K-5 students qualifying for ELL services at
John Rogers live north of NE 120th Street, the approved southern boundary for Cedar Park
Elementary. If FRL Heat Maps were available, they would likely mirror the ELL maps. If
assigned to Cedar Park Elementary, these children will be expected to cross 35th Ave NE and/or
NE 125th Street on their daily walk to and from school, dangerous arterial roadways with
inadequate signalized intersections. Currently, these students either live within the much safer
John Rogers walk zone, or receive yellow bus transportation to John Rogers Elementary School.
Of particular concern are families living in and near Lake City Court, an 86-unit Seattle Housing
Authority development for low and very-low income families, and families living in other multifamily housing in the Lake City Hub Urban Village (see “Area 2” on the attached map). Many
of these families immigrated to the United States from other countries, and they have been wellsupported at John Rogers, through ELL services, as well as through District programs, such as
FEAT, and community/PTA- supported programs, such as the Hunger Intervention Program. It
will be highly-disruptive for these families to be torn from their support base, only to have to reestablish necessary supports and services at Cedar Park Elementary School. Such disruption will
likely impede the academic progress of a particularly high-risk group of children, which is not
consistent with the Board’s mission to close the Opportunity Gap.
Growth Boundaries Plan assignment changes planned for North Seattle in 2017 will yield 21
independent areas of boundary changes which will reassign portions of the attendance areas of
16 elementary schools, and which will impact hundreds of families, including those living within
the John Rogers Elementary School Attendance Area (see Appendix A, Boundary Changes by
Year (2017-18)). Schools serving the primarily low-income families of the Lake City region of
NE Seattle will be most-severely impacted by these large-scale boundary changes and highlydisruptive choice of assignment plan. Currently, students living in the greater Lake City area
who qualify for FRL and ELL services are distributed between John Rogers, Olympic Hills,
Sacajawea, and Olympic View elementary schools. Boundary changes approved for 2017, which
were presumably drawn in order to accommodate both the expansion of the Olympic Hills
Elementary School building and the re-opening of Cedar Park as an attendance area elementary
school, will result in the concentration of Lake City’s high-poverty and ELL students at just two
campuses, Cedar Park Elementary School and Olympic Hills Elementary School.
This segregation of high-needs children who qualify for FRL and ELL services may
constitute grounds for Disparate Impact.
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The Growth Boundaries Plan will greatly-reduce John Rogers Elementary School’s
socioeconomic diversity. The identification of ELL-qualified students at John Rogers was in its
formative stages when the Growth Boundaries Plan was approved by the School Board, in
November 2013, and, as such, the socioeconomic impact of the Growth Boundaries Plan may not
have been completely apparent at the time of its inception. The Growth Boundaries Plan, as
written, will also dramatically-reduce the enrollment of a John Rogers Elementary School a few
years prior to it potentially being housed in a much larger facility, while leaving Cedar Park
Elementary critically-overenrolled. It was our reasonable expectation, after significant
advocacy, that John Rogers Elementary boundaries for 2017-2018 would be addressed in this
year’s iteration, in order to provide certainty and predictability for our families most impacted by
poverty and barriers to success. A reduction of the amount of area to be reassigned from John
Rogers to Cedar Park will help manage enrollment at Cedar Park, and will help to greatly lessen
the region-wide disruption of students and families living in the Lake City area.
VIII.

STATEMENT OF ISSUE

Whether or not to approve the Growth Boundaries Plan with an amendment reinstating two areas
at the southern end of the Cedar Park Attendance Area into the John Rogers Attendance Area.
IX.

ALTERNATIVES

The alternative to this amendment is an inequitable and disproportionate student assignment plan
upon the opening of Cedar Park Elementary as a new attendance-area school, which will result in
significant adverse impacts to underrepresented student populations. Keeping the Growth
Boundaries Plan as currently written is not recommended, since this status quo continues and
exacerbates inequities in violation of Board policies and best practices.
X.

RESEARCH AND DATA SOURCES / BENCHMARKS

Appendices are attached to this document.
XI.

TIMELINE FOR IMPLEMENTATION / COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Upon approval of this amended motion, the Growth Boundaries Plan will be amended as to John
Rogers Elementary, changing the previously-approved 2017-2018 attendance area as described
above. The revised John Rogers Elementary School attendance area will go into effect when
Cedar Park Elementary opens as an attendance-area school.

XII.

ATTACHMENTS

Please refer to Appendix A – Relevant Maps, and Appendix B – Relevant Documents.
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Respectfully Submitted,
John Rogers Elementary School Building Leadership Team, PTA and Community Members
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Appendix A – Relevant Maps


Proposed Areas for Reinstatement into the John Rogers Attendance Area
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Cedar Park Elementary School Attendance Area – Overlay on North Seattle ELL Heat
Map (2014-15)
The green line represents the location of the Cedar Park Attendance Area.
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Overlay – Cedar Park Attendance Area and ELL-qualified Students, K-5 (2014-15)
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Appendix A, Continued (links to additional maps)







Growth Boundaries – Boundary Changes by Year (2017-18)
Students Qualifying for ELL Services, Grades K-5 2015-16)
John Rogers Elementary School Attendance Area (2015-16)
Future John Rogers Elementary Attendance Area (approved 2013)
Future Cedar Park Elementary Attendance Area (approved 2013)
Lake City Hub Urban Village

Appendix B – Relevant Documents











Board Action Report -Growth Boundaries Plan (2013)
Facilities Condition Assessment Report (2014)
Volume I: Site Assessment Summary Reports & Project Cost Reports
Volume II: Facilities Summary Reports & Detailed Assessment Reports
Volume III: Educational Adequacy Reports

SPS 5-Year Enrollment Projections (2015)
Capital Projects and Planning Report – BTAIV (2015)
BTA IV – List of Nominated Projects and Recommendations (2015)
BTAIV – Proposed Project Summary (2015)
October 1, 2015 P223 Enrollment Reports (John Rogers ES, p 66)
Cedar Park Elementary School Feasibility Study (2013)
City of Seattle Ordinance #12415 (re: Cedar Park School Landmark Controls) (2014)
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